
 

SetupVAGKCANCOMMANDER14rar is a free application designed to configure VAG-COM software on your Volkswagen with the Audi PCK Diagnostic cable. The program uses the OBD2 dongle that has been shipped with your cable. SetupVAGKCANCOMMANDER14rar will enable you to diagnose your Volkswagen, Audi, Seat or Skoda vehicle using VAG- COMM diagnostic tools.
SetupVAGKCANCOMMANDER 14 is compatible with Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista or higher and can be installed on any computer running one of these operating systems. SetupVAGKCANCOMMANDER 14 also supports 32bit and 64 bit architectures installation... 

When a vehicle is connected to a computer via a Volkswagen PCK-DIAGNOSER cable and VAG-COM software installed on the same computer, the device called the "CAN channel" is created. More specifically, CAN channel management applications can be produced from these channels to manage diagnostic procedures as well as to program the different functions of these channels. The
programming of this channel allows for changes in its behavior or configuration. In addition to this, certain programs can be executed on each of these channels. When this application is executed on the CAN channel, it is used to create a virtual Volkswagen diagnostic interface. This application was created primarily to provide a program for "registration" of VAG-COM software. The process of
registration essentially indicates how to use VAG-COM diagnostic tools effectively. On connecting a computer with a Volkswagen computer via a PCK-DIAGNOSER cable, you should follow the instructions that appear on the screen. These instructions should be followed in order to allow other applications that require VAG-COM functionality from your computer…

After Installation, go to Start > All Programs > VW Diagnositc Toolkits > SetupVAGKCANCOMMANDER 14 and click on it . 

Select your country and click next .

Select the vehicle and click next .

Click next to install and then finish to complete the setup.

Now we need to put the dongle we received together with our cable into PC USB port , it can be any open port on mother board. In case of a laptop, you will have to plug it into PCMCIA slot as well as previously shown in following picture... 

Next step is connecting our Volkswagen computer diagnostic tool to car. There are two ways of connecting existing equipment: 

In order to connect via Bluetooth follow these steps: 

After programming is complete, disconnecting your CAN bus from your vehicle will no longer affect the programming. 

The following picture shows the USB to CAN cable plugged into the laptop 

Next step is installing software on your PC. 

Start the application and click next .

Enter your Volkswagen ID in order to identify it. Entering a false ID can result in software incompatibility with your vehicle. It is possible to enter an ID that is similar but not identical to that of your Volkswagen. VAG-COM for Windows XP/Vista/7 computers allows you not only to diagnose Volkswagen vehicles, but also Skoda, Seat, Audi or Seat vehicles with compatible cables. It provides you
with all functions contained in our factory driver.
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